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In powder-in-tube Nb3Sn composites, the A15 phase forms between a central tin-rich core and a
coaxial Nb tube, thus causing the tin content and superconducting properties to vary with radius
across the A15 layer. Since this geometry is also ideal for magnetic characterization of the
superconducting properties with the field parallel to the tube axis, a system of concentric shells with
varying tin content was used to simulate the superconducting properties, the overall severity of the
Sn composition gradient being defined by an indexN. Using well-known scaling relationships and
property trends developed in an earlier experimental study, the critical current density for each shell
was calculated, and from this the magnetic moment of each shell was found. By summing these
moments, experimentally measured properties such as pinning-force curves and Kramer plots could
be simulated. We found that different tin profiles have only a minor effect on the shape of Kramer
plots, but a pronounced effect on the irreversibility fields defined by the extrapolation of Kramer
plots. In fact, these extrapolated valuesHK are very close to a weighted average of the
superconducting properties across the layer for allN. The difference betweenHK and the upper
critical field commonly seen in experiments is a direct consequence of the different ways
measurements probe the simulated Sn gradients. Sn gradients were found to be significantly
deleterious to the critical current densityJc, since reductions to both the elementary pinning force
and the flux pinning scaling fieldHK compound the reduction inJc. The simulations show that
significant gains inJc of Nb3Sn strands might be realized by circumventing strong compositional
gradients of tin. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1763993]

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity in the A15 phase of the Nb-Sn system
exists over the whole composition range from,18 to ,25
at.% Sn, with better properties being found as stoichiometry
is approached. Since all Nb3Sn conductors are made by a
diffusion reaction, the influence of not being at thermody-
namic equilibrium should be considered, though in fact it
seldom is. In reality it is almost certain that no filamentary
Nb3Sn composite of any design has ever been made to attain
an equilibrium, that is uniform composition, because the
need to maintain a small A15 grain size of 150 nm or less
limits both the time and temperature of reaction. The conse-
quence of restricting reaction, then, is that there is always a
composition gradient across the superconducting layer. De-
vantay et al.1 found that the critical temperatureTc varies
approximately linearly from about 6 to about 18 K. The
variation of the upper critical fieldHc2 with composition is
less certain but also significant.1–3 Since most modern high-
field Nb3Sn conductors introduce alloying elements to raise
the resistivity and suppress the martensitic transformation,4

this variation may also be approximately linear with tin con-
tent too. Many years ago it was realized that compositional
variations across the A15 phase would affect the observed
superconducting properties.5–11 However, neither the geom-
etry of the largely bronze-route composites available in the

1980s, nor the analytical techniques of that time, made it
feasible to survey in detail the actual composition gradients
that were present across whole A15 layers.

Recently we returned to study this problem, incited by
the availability of high quality powder-in-tubesPITd Nb3Sn
composites made by Lindenhoviuset al.12,13 We find these
PIT conductors to be of high quality both because of the very
uniform nature of their filament tubes and because of their
high critical current densityJc. These PIT conductors have
two other important benefits for study, one being that the
A15 phase forms layers that are 5–10mm thick, suitable for
accurate electron-probe microanalysis. The second advantage
is a consequence the special architecture of PIT wires,
namely that the A15 layer forms by reaction between a cen-
tral tin-rich core and a coaxial Nb tube, as shown in Fig. 1.
Thus the Sn content of the A15 layer is greater on the inside
of the layer and superconductivity becomes weaker with ra-
dius outward from the core, making the system magnetically
transparent in terms of superconducting shielding currents as
a function of increasing field at given temperature. Magneti-
zation measurements with the field coaxial to the strand are
also relatively simple to interpret, because the superconduct-
ing A15 layer is a cylinder, which can be approximated by an
array of coaxial tubes. Haweset al.14,15used this geometry to
estimate the radial variation of tin content in a binary PIT
strand series by inverting the temperature dependence of the
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magnetic momentm, finding that the variation ofTc with
radius r was consistent with the radial variation of the tin
content determined by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
sEDXd in a scanning electron microscope.

In subsequent work, Fischeret al.16,17 studied the devel-
opment of flux pinning and high-field superconducting prop-
erties by magnetization measurements in a vibrating sample
magnetometersVSMd at fields up to 14 T, which thus al-
lowed a large range of magnetic field-temperaturesH-Td
space to be studied. A puzzling early finding was a large
difference between the irreversibility fieldH* , determined by
either Kramer function extrapolationsHKd or magnetization
loop closure, and the upper critical fieldHc2 for all heat
treatment times. The difference betweenHc2 and HK was
always substantial but did decrease with increasing reaction,
suggesting substantial changes in the tin composition gradi-
ent with increasing reaction. A curious feature of the Kramer
plots, even those for very short reaction times when concen-
tration gradients are largest, was that they were linear all the
way to zero bulkJc when measured at temperatures above
,12 K, at which the 14 T field of the VSM could com-
pletely suppress superconductivity in the wires.

This behavior is rather different from that of many
bronze wires, which generally exhibit significantly curved
Kramer plots. However, the normal architecture of bronze
conductors places the highest Sn content at theoutsideof the
filament, making the superconducting inhomogeneity mag-
netically invisible because the strongest shielding layer sur-
rounds the weaker ones. While the changes in the critical
state due to the superconducting inhomogeneity can be
probed by flux-penetration techniques for either bronze or
PIT conductors,18 standard measurements used to probe the
TcsHd, Hc2sTd, or H*sTd curves do not establish a full critical
state and thus are greatly restricted when applied to bronze

conductors. Bronze conductors also have thin A15 layers
s,1–2 mmd making accurate measurement of their Sn gra-
dient difficult. The few such measurements5,6,8,10,11are all
consistent with strong Sn gradients, making the association
of a curved Kramer plot with strong Sn gradients across the
whole layer plausible. Thus we were initially motivated to
believe that the linear Kramer plots observed with PIT
composites16,19 resulted from rather flat Sn gradients. And in
fact Haweset al. showed that the Sn gradient in the PIT
conductor was rather flat over most of the,5 mm radius of
the A15 layer, ranging from about 1 at.%Snmm−1 at short
reactions to as small as 0.4 at.%Snmm−1 at longer times, the
Sn content falling steeply to 18 at.% only near the
Nb3Sn/Nb interface.14 Thus, while thermodynamics enforces
the terminal compositions of the inner and outer radii of the
A15 layer to be those in equilibrium with the Sn-rich phase
and with Nb, respectively, it doesnot dictate the nature of the
gradient, which could vary from one architecture to another.

Based on EDX analyses, magneticTc analyses, and a
volumetric specific heatTc analysis, Haweset al. found that
the Sn andTc gradients were both declining as the reaction
proceeded. Fischeret al. and Godekeet al.20 subsequently
extended this zero-field study to make careful studies of how
different in-field measurement techniques average the range
of superconducting properties generated by the tin composi-
tion profile. The reasonable assumption made by Fischeret
al. was that extrapolating Kramer plots from low fields de-
fines an irreversibility fieldHK that is characteristic of a
weighted average, rather than the best regions, of the A15
layer carrying the current.Hc2 can also be determined in the
VSM by observing the change in the slope of the reversible
magnetization as superconductivity is destroyed. However,
inhomogeneity in the tin composition smears this transition
such that the experimentally observed discontinuity atHc2

represents the best region of the A15 layer. The difference
between these two measurements is not trivial—at optimum
reaction for highestJc and HK, the actual measurements at
12 K showed thatm0HK was 9.7 T whilem0Hc2 was 13.1 T.
Similarly large differences betweenHc2 and H* had been
seen earlier by Suenagaet al.21 in bronze conductors, al-
though in that study the difference betweenH* andHc2 was
attributed to vortex melting effects in what was otherwise
implied to be a homogeneous conductor.

To address the general influence of radial superconduct-
ing property gradients, we decided to simulate PIT strands
using a system of concentric shells to represent various tin
concentration profiles, drawn schematically in Fig. 1.
Current-density profiles associated with the input composi-
tion profiles were calculated based on literature values forTc

and Hc2 and reasonable use of the Fietz and Webb scaling
relations.22 The magnetic moment of each shell could then be
obtained from the current density and shell geometry and, by
summing the contribution from all shells, we could estimate
quantities that are obtained in magnetization experiments
with the field parallel to the strand axis.

The general conclusion we draw from these simulations
is thatH* , as determined byHK, reflects a weightedaverage,
while Hc2 reflects thebestportion of the filaments, thus vali-
dating the assumption of Fischeret al. above. The difference

FIG. 1. Top: Scanning electron microscope image of a cross-section of a
PIT Nb3Sn composite. Bottom: Schematic of a typical configuration for
electromagnetic measurements, showing the arrangement of magnetization
current shells with respect to the applied field and the radial direction of tin
diffusion.
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betweenHc2 andHK indeed diminishes as the Sn concentra-
tion gradient flattens. Broadly speaking, these simulations
suggest that thetin composition profiledeterminesHK, sug-
gesting thatHK and Hc2 becomeequal in the absence of
composition gradients. We here neglect thermal fluctuation
effects. A very striking conclusion from the simulations is
that the bulk flux pinning force is correlated with the prop-
erties of the weakest shells, even very far fromHK or Hc2.
This conclusion demonstrates that significant improvement
of theJc of Nb3Sn will result from reducing or in the best of
circumstances eliminating macroscopic tin composition gra-
dients provided that the grain size can be maintained small at
the same time.

II. SIMULATIONS

A series of tin concentration profiles was generated using
a spreadsheet. It was assumed that the inner radius was next
to the tin source, anchoring the composition of the A15 layer
at Nb0.75 Sn0.25 at this interface, while the outer radius at the
Nb/A15 interface was anchored at Nb0.82 Sn0.18. Between
these end points, the tin content was allowed to vary accord-
ing to the expression

%Snsrd = 18 + 3.5f1 − rN + s1 − rd1/Ng. s1d

This particular function was chosen to explore a wide range
of tin profiles in terms of a single indexN, which indicates
the severity and steepness of the overall gradient. As men-
tioned earlier, the electron microscopy observations and dc
magnetization vs temperature curves14–17 for reacted PIT
strands suggest a moderate decrease of the tin content over
most of the radius, with a somewhat abrupt falloff near the
A15/Nb interface. Similar profiles were inferred for bronze
composites from backscattered electron intensity.23 Moderate
values ofN in the function in Eq.(1) produce profiles like
those seen experimentally by electron microscopy, while the
expression also allows us to explore much wider variations
typical of many different types of Nb3Sn conductor. These
range from the physically unlikely linear variation of tin
composition forN=1 to the flatter profiles with an abrupt
falloff near the Nb3Sn/Nb interface which seem to fit the
experimental data forN→`. A plot of the assumed tin com-
position profiles is shown in Fig. 2.

The critical temperature at each shell was mapped ac-
cording to each profile, assuming the linear dependence
found by Devantayet al.:1

Tc-simsrd = 6 + 12fs%Snsrd − 18d/7g K. s2d

TheseTc-sim profiles were used to generate profiles of upper
critical field valuesHc2-simsT,rd at T=0 K,

m0Hc2-sims0,rd = 0.69s2.4dTc2-simsrd T. s3d

Equation (3) is the usual dirty-limit expressionHc2s0d
=0.69Tcs−dHc2/dTuTcd assuming the slopem0dHc2/dT at Tc

is −2.4 T/K. The particular value of the slope ofHc2 at Tc,
being a bit higher than values in the literature,24,25 was cho-
sen here to makeHc2-sims0,0d close to 30 T, as suggested by
recently observed values for unalloyed Nb3Sn prepared by
hot isostatic pressing.3 It should be noted that the variation of

Hc2 with composition is not as well known as that ofTc.
Finally, a temperature dependent factor of 1−sT/Tc-simd1.5

was multiplied byHc2-sims0,rd to getHc2-simsT,rd. This fit is
an excellent approximation of the more complicated
Maki–de Gennes–Werthamer dirty-limit expression for
Hc2sTd.26,27 In contrast to experiments, in whichTc andHc2

are single values determined by measurement, in the simula-
tions the critical temperature and the upper critical field are
local values; a hypothetical resistive or magnetization mea-
surement would always produce experimentalTc andm0Hc2

value that correspond to the maximumTc-sim value for all
shells, i.e., 18 K and close to 30 T at 0 K for the shell next to
the powder core.

As mentioned earlier, an interesting feature of theJc data
on PIT composites is the observation of field and tempera-
ture scaling for a wide range of heat treatment conditions.
Plots of Jc

1/2H1/4 vs field H (Kramer plots) are linear for
almost all heat treatment conditions15 and measurement
temperatures.28 This permits the flux pinning force for each
shell to be written

Fp-simsH,T,rd = 3.5 Fmax-simsT,rdsH/Hc2-simd1/2

3s1 − H/Hc2-simd2, s4d

where the factor 3.5 normalizes the field dependence. Fur-
ther, analyses of the temperature dependence of the bulk pin-
ning force showed that the temperature scaling could be ex-
pressed asFmaxsTd=0.1fm0HKsTdg2.0, as shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the same temperature scaling for the bulk pinning
force in each shell was assumed, namely:

Fmax-simsT,rd = 0.1fm0Hc2-simsT,rdg2 GN/m3, s5d

with m0Hc2-sim in tesla. To obtain the critical current density
for each shell, the definition of the Lorentz force was in-
verted,

FIG. 2. Input profiles of tin composition as a function of radius. The index
N depicts the sharpness of the profile, whereN=1,2,3,5,8,10,15, and 20
are shown here and in Figs. 4 to 7. An ideal profile, in which the tin content
is constant at 25%, is also shown. Local values of the critical temperature
and upper critical field(at T=0) that correspond to the local A15 composi-
tion are indicated on the right axes.
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Jc-simsH,T,rd = Fp-simsH,T,rd/sm0HdA/m2. s6d

At this point, it is important to distinguish that, while experi-
mental data commonly exhibit scaling of the pinning force
with H* or HK, there is noa priori way to determine the
scaling field fromHc2 in the absence of thermal fluctuations
of the vortices. Moreover, flux-pinning models29 suggest that
the superconducting condensation energy, vortex density, and
flux-lattice behavior should determine the pinning force,
which are all tied toHc2. Thus, Eqs.(4) and (5) should be
appropriate for simulating the local properties of each shell.
This point will be discussed again later.

To get reasonable estimates for experimental quantities,
the simulations were carried out by mapping the coordinater
to a radiusR=Rmin+5r fmmg. This corresponds to a tin gra-
dient that varies between a powder core located insideRmin

=10 mm and a Nb3Sn/Nb interface located atRmax=15 mm.
These choices are typical radii observed by scanning electron
microscopy (e.g., Fig. 1). The magnetic moment
msimsH ,T,Rd for each shell was calculated from the critical
current density by using the definition of a magnetic mo-
ment,

msimsH,T,Rd = pR2Ic-simsH,T,Rd s7d

=pR2 t L Jc-simsH,T,RdAm2, s8d

whereIc-simsH ,T,Rd is the current flowing around each shell,
L is the sample length, andt=sRmax−Rmind /100 is the thick-
ness of each of the 100 shells. The total moment for all shells
msH ,Td was then obtained by summing the contributions
from each shell.

Since the total magnetic moment is the physical property
experimentally measured by magnetometry, the simulated
profiles could be directly identified with experimental quan-
tities. In particular, an estimate for the experimental critical

current densityJc could be obtained by applying the critical
state model to the total moment and the input sample dimen-
sions,

JcsH,Td = 3msH,Td/fp LsRmax
3 − Rmin

3 dg A/m2. s9d

This expression duplicates that used by Fischeret al. to de-
termine the critical current density from VSM measurements
with the field parallel to the strand axis. Estimates for other
experimental quantities, such as the bulk pinning forceFp

=m0H Jc and the Kramer functionFK=Jc
1/2sm0Hd1/4 were

then derived.
Figure 4 shows the simulated moment as a function of

radius derived at 4.2 K, 12 T[plot (a)] and 12 K, 5 T(b),
together with the mapping fromr to R. These temperatures
correspond to temperatures investigated in the experiments
of Fischer et al., and the first plot also corresponds to a
benchmark for recent R&D composite development.30 Since
a typical value forL is a few millimeters, the simulated mo-
ment for each data point in Fig. 4 corresponds to a real
moment on the order of 10−10 A m2. The total moment for
100 shells in each PIT filament and,200 filaments in a
typical sample is thus about 2310−6 A m2=2310−3 emu,
which is comparable to observed values for PIT composites
in magnetometry experiments. The curve labeled “ideal” rep-
resents the so-far experimentally unattainable constant tin
content of 25% across the entire A15 layer(i.e., N→`).

FIG. 3. Maximum bulk pinning force plotted against the irreversibility field,
derived by extrapolating Kramer plots, for a series of 10 PIT samples, mea-
sured at 4.2–16 K. Despite differences in heat treatment duration
(0.5–128 h at 675 °C) and temperature, these data collapse onto the single
linear fit given by Eq.(5). Data taken at 15 to 16 K(open symbols) yield
very low values ofm0HK, but are still consistent with those at lower tem-
peratures used for Eq.(5).

FIG. 4. Moment of the shells as a function of radius simulated at 4.2 K and
12 T (a), and at 12 K and 5 T(b). The indices for the curves are the same as
for Fig. 2. Note that the coordinater has been mapped to a radiusR to
simulate actual composites.
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Note that there is no contribution tom from many outer
shells, even for very highN, when the chosen field and tem-
perature exceedTc-sim andHc2-sim. This is especially promi-
nent at 12 K, where the outer sections of the layer are not
even superconducting in zero field. The quantitative impor-
tance of the gradient to the moment accessible by experi-
ments is very clear: If the tin concentration profile were in-
deed just a linear function of the thickness of the layersN
=1d, then the superconducting moment at 12 K would be
small indeed due to the loss of many shells withmsim=0.

Figures 5–7 present the experimental equivalent of
JcsHd, FpsHd, and FKsHd for the same set of index values,
with curves derived for 4.2 K and 12 K plotted in each fig-
ure. Consistent with Fig. 4, there is an evident loss of critical
current density and bulk pinning force with decreasingN.
The simulations also produce a shift of the peak ofFpsHd,
and also in the field at whichFpsHd goes to zero, towards
higher fields asN increases. After examining many such
msimsH ,T,Rd curves, we find that the curvature in the
Kramer plots first appears for simulated fields that exceed
Hc2-simsT,Rmaxd; that is, when the outermost shell is no
longer superconducting. This is always true at 12 K, since
Tc-sim at Rmax is only 6 K for Nb18%Sn.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of tin gradients on the apparent irreversibility
field

An important result of Fischeret al. was the finding of
strong changes in, and large differences between, the values
of Hc2 andHK as a function of heat treatment time.16,17 The
difference betweenm0Hc2 and m0HK at 12 K ranged from
,5 T at short times to,3 T at long times, and both values
increased with heat treatment time until saturating when the
reaction was complete. It was argued that these differences
were direct consequences of the different ways in whichHK

andHc2 are measured and the tin composition profile, which
was steep(low N) during the early stages of reaction and
flattened(high N) as the reaction proceeded. The upper criti-
cal field was thought to represent the best(most tin-rich)
regions of the A15 layer becauseHc2 was defined by the
return of the magnetization to the normal-state paramagnetic
background at very high field, which occurs when the best
portions of the A15 layer lose superconductivity. This was
later found to be comparable to resistive measurements,26

which sample the best electrical pathway. By contrast,HK,
being derived from the full width of the hysteresis loop, was
determined by the critical state across the entire A15 layer at
lower fields, thus providing a weighted average of the super-
conducting properties across the layer. Since most Kramer
plots obtained by Fischeret al.were highly linear, even close
to the field axis, it was further assumed both thatHK was

FIG. 5. Critical current density, as would be determined from a magnetiza-
tion experiment of an actual PIT strand, as a function of field simulated at
(a) 4.2 K, and(b) 12 K. The inset of plot(a) shows a magnified view of the
mid field data. The dashed and dash-dot curves correspond to the noncopper
Jc values determined by magnetization measurements in Ref. 17 for ternary
and binary PIT strands with the field parallel to the strand axis(as in Fig. 1).
The large diamonds correspond to transportJc measurements for the same
ternary strands reported in Ref. 32. The indices for the curves follow the
same sequence as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 6. Bulk flux-pinning force curves as a function of field simulated at(a)
4.2 K and(b) 12 K. The indices for the curves follow the same sequence as
in Fig. 2.
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well determined, and that the tin concentration profile was
often rather flat except near the A15/Nb interface(equiva-
lent to highN). However, it was not clear why this should be,
especially for short heat treatment times. It is important to
note that the measurement geometry used by Fischeret al.
was such that currents enclose the powder core forH,HK

and thus make large contributions to the measured magneti-
zation, while forHK,H,Hc2 hysteretic current loops might
still be present, but their contribution to the overall magne-
tization, which includes reversible components, would
hardly be detected. This makes confusion between these val-
ues in their experiment very unlikely.

The Kramer plots derived from the simulation follow
straight lines when all of the shells are superconducting. In
many cases, especially whenN is high andT is low, linear
plots persist almost down to the field axis. Even when some
shells are not superconducting becauseH.Hc2-simsT,rd, as
is often the case at high temperature, the curvature for large
N is not striking. On the other hand, the linear portions of the
Kramer plots extrapolate toHK values less than the maxi-
mum value ofHc2-simsTd (being that for the inner shell with
25%Sn), even for high index values. This maximum value is
clearly indicated on each plot by the curve labeled “ideal,”
since the ideal profile has no variation in tin composition
and, by definition, producesHK=Hc2 at all temperatures.
Thus, theprimary influence of the different composition pro-

files is to alter the Kramer plot extrapolation, and not to
change greatly the Kramer plot shape itself. Moreover, the
slopes of the linear portion of the Kramer plots at 12 K fall
off with decreasingN, whereas they remain nearly constant
at 4.2 K. This behavior is the same as that seen in the ex-
perimental curves of Fischeret al. The slope change is an-
other effect of the loss of superconductivity in the outer
shells far away from the tin source.

To test these predictions of Fischeret al.more explicitly,
the HK values derived from the simulation are compared in
Table I with the average of them0Hc2-simsrd values across the
simulated tin profiles at 4.2 and 12 K. The averaging is
weighted so that only superconducting shells are considered;
shells for whichT.Tc-simsrd do not figure into the mean.
Note that there is very good agreement betweenHK and the
weighted mean for allN at 4.2 K. This is true even though
the minimum value ofHc2-simsrd is only about 5 T at 4.2 K
for N=1, due to the low critical temperature of the tin-poor
outer shells. At 12 K, the agreement is still reasonably good,
and becomes better for increasingN. Thus, these simulations
show that extrapolations of Kramer plots from low fields
give good estimates of theaverageupper critical field across
the active A15 layer, in agreement with the assertion by Fis-
cheret al.

In addition, at 4.2 K the difference betweenm0Hc2 (
=m0HK for the ideal profiles) andm0HK is ,10 T for N=1,
and then rapidly drops to 3 to 4 T for intermediateN and is
only 1 to 2 T forNù10. At 12 K, the separation is,6 T for
N=1 and likewise falls to,1 T for Nù15. This trend sup-
ports the conjecture by Fischeret al. that the tin composition
profile flattens with increasing heat treatment time, which
decreases the separation betweenHc2 and HK. This conclu-
sion was also reached by Haweset al.,14,15 as we discuss in
more detail later. Since the terminal separation ofm0Hc2 and
m0HK found by Fischeret al. was,3 T at 12 K, the data in
Table I suggest that a profile index of between 5 and 10
might apply to their optimum wires.

It is important to note that we did not simulate any ef-
fects of thermal fluctuations—the differences betweenHc2

and HK are entirely due to the variation ofHc2-simsT,rd re-
lated to the simulated tin composition profile. Keeping in
mind that different experiments probe local properties in dif-
ferent ways, this result suggests that the experimental differ-

FIG. 7. Kramer function curves as a function of field simulated at(a) 4.2 K
and(b) 12 K. The indices for the curves follow the same sequence as in Fig.
2. The insets in both plots show a magnified view of the region near the field
axis.

TABLE I. Comparison of the weighted mean of the upper critical field with
extrapolations of simulated Kramer functions, at 4.2 and 12 K.

Gradient
index N

Weighted mean
of m0Hc2-simsrd
at 4.2 K sTd

m0HK

at 4.2 K sTd

Weighted mean
of m0Hc2-simsrd

at 12 KsTd
m0HK

at 12 KsTd

1 15.7 19.1 7.1 9.6
2 19.4 21.1 8.5 10.3
3 21.2 22.1 9.4 10.8
5 23.0 23.3 10.5 11.4
8 24.2 24.2 11.3 11.9

10 24.6 24.6 11.7 12.1
15 25.2 25.1 12.2 12.5
20 25.5 25.4 12.6 12.7

Ideal 26.5 26.4 13.6 13.6
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ence betweenHc2 andHK for real wires is mostly due to the
effects of tin composition inhomogeneity. This implies that
the H* sTd line is not broadly determined by vortex-matter
properties in Nb3Sn, as it is for high-temperature supercon-
ductors.

B. Effects on flux pinning and the critical current
density

The tin composition profile can influence the global flux-
pinning forceFP by changing the magnitude of the local
elementary pinning interaction and by shifting the scaling
field for the bulk pinning-force curve.29 The former effect is
expressed in Eq.(5), where the temperature dependence of
the pinning force, derived fromHc2-simsTd, reflects the con-
densation energy difference for a pinning interaction or the
vortex line tension. The latter effect reflects flux density-
dependent changes in summation and is expressed in Eq.(4).
Because these independent sources are compounded, the tin
composition inhomogeneity actually has a significantly
stronger effect on the flux pinning magnitude than on the
critical field magnitudes, even thoughJc is generally evalu-
ated far fromHc2. To illustrate this point, the maximum
value of FP is summarized in Table II at 4.2 and 12 K. At
4.2 K, the maximum values are reduced from that of the
ideal curve by,28% forN=5 and,8% for N=20 at 4.2 K.
The corresponding decreases ofHK are,13% and,4% for
these respective indices in Table I, so the variations of the
maximum value ofFP are consistent with Eq.(5). However,
sinceHK is also lower for smallerN, the value ofFP at fixed
field suffers an additional loss. At 12 T, for example,FP and
Jc for N=5 are,40% less than their corresponding values
for the ideal curve. The 12% additional subtraction is due to
the shift in the scaling function[Eq. (4)] of each of the simu-
lated shells because of the corresponding lowerHc2-simsrd
values.

It should be noted that, although flux-pinning theories
express scaling functions in terms ofHc2, it is often useful to
chooseHK or H* as the scaling field in experiments. While
this choice might seem to be the more rational one, proper-
ties of the flux-line lattice, from which various scaling rela-
tions are derived,29 can be traced back directly to the
Ginzburg-Landau theory,31 suggestingHc2 is the proper
choice from a theoretical point of view. In the present simu-

lation, these contradictory views are bridged because thelo-
cal scaling function for each current shell,Fp-simsH ,T,rd is
tied to the corresponding local value ofHc2-simsT,rd, whereas
the global scaling curvesFpsH ,Td that emerge from the
simulation (Fig. 6) appear to scale withH /HK. This is an
additional averaging effect of the current shells, where, as
discussed above,HK represents the weighted mean of
Hc2-simsrd values. Hence,the averaging effect is why the ir-
reversibility field is the appropriate scaling field for flux pin-
ning.

Because these simulations directly implicate the gradient
of Sn in determiningJc, it is interesting to speculate how
flattening the tin composition profile(while retaining similar
grain size and grain-boundary density) could lead to gains in
the performance of Nb3Sn wires at 4.2 K and 12 T. Fischer
et al. found that the highest critical current density of the
A15 layer approached 3500 and 4300 A/mm2 at 12 T, 4.2 K
for a binary Nb3Sn and a ternarysNb,Tad3Sn PIT wire, re-
spectively. When normalized to the entire tubular filament
area, including the spent powder core and any unreacted Nb,
these current densities are 1460 and 1780 A/mm2, respec-
tively. Curves showing these magnetization measurements
are shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a). In addition, transport
measurements on identical strands have been recently
reported,32 which are also indicated by the large diamonds in
the inset of Fig. 5(a). Since the simulation does not consider
unreacted Nb but does include the core, the value ofJc over-
estimates the noncopper experimental values somewhat.
Nonetheless, this graphical comparison and the 12 TJc val-
ues given in Table II suggest that the gradient index is per-
haps 5 to 8, about the same range as that concluded from the
critical field analyses discussed earlier. It should be kept in
mind that the simulated values ofm0Hc2 andm0HK (26.5 and
.23 T) are close to the estimates ofm0HKs4.2 Kd,23 T for
the binary composite and,25 T for the ternary composite
by Fischeret al. While more experiments are needed to
verify the actual values ofHc2 andHK at 4.2 K, this analysis
suggests that modern PIT strands are operating at perhaps
only 60% of the maximumJc attainable.

C. Features of real tin composition profiles

More experimental focus has been given to electromag-
netic characterization than to microchemical characterization
of PIT strands, and particular information about the tin pro-
files in present state-of-the-art strands is lacking. Haweset
al.14,15 conducted EDX analyses at various positions across
the A15 layer for several strands from an earlier PIT conduc-
tor. The microprobe analyses showed that the composition
fell off approximately linearly, from,25% Sn near the pow-
der core to,22% near the A15/Nb interface. The final 4%
drop to the tin-poor boundary of the A15 phase range could
not be resolved by the instrument, suggesting that the mod-
erate slope falls off more abruptly at the A15/Nb interface.

We simulated this profile by multiplying a factor ofs1
−crd to Eq. (1) to approximate the observed linear profile,
with c=0.5 andN=20. The simulated profile, shown in Fig.
8(a) together with the data of Haweset al., is somewhat
more severe than those suggested by the studies of Fischeret

TABLE II. Variation of flux-pinning quantities with tin profile index.

Gradient
index N

Maximum
FpsHd

at 4.2 K
sGN/m3d

% of
ideal

Maximum
FpsHd

at 12 K
sGN/m3d

% of
ideal

Jc at
12 T, 4.2 K
sA/mm2d

% of
ideal

1 23 33 2.3 12 771 19
2 35 51 4.9 26 1460 36
3 42 61 6.8 37 1930 47
5 50 72 9.5 51 2500 61
8 56 81 12 64 2960 72

10 59 84 13 69 3140 77
15 62 89 14 77 3420 84
20 64 92 15 82 3570 87

Ideal 70 – 18 – 4090 –
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al. discussed earlier. Although the linear drop-off of tin con-
tent over much of the profile has a lower slope than the
simulated profiles withN,5 discussed earlier, the reduction
of Jc at 4.2 K shown in Fig. 8(b), is quite significant. At
12 T, Jc reaches only 1600 A/mm2, or about 39% of the
ideal, no-gradient value of 4090 A/mm2. Note also that the
simulatedJcsHd curve represents the published data13 for this
generation of PIT strand well. The halving of the bulk pin-
ning force is also evident in Fig. 8(c). However, the shape of
the bulk pinning-force curve is almost identical to that of the
ideal curve. Since the peak of thesH /HKd1/2s1−H /HKd2 scal-
ing function lies atH /HK=0.2, not only is the curvature
consistent with the expected pinning function but the peak is
also close to the expected position. A slight tail inFpsHd can
be seen above the irreversibility field at,20 T, which is a
common observation for real composites. The Kramer curve
in Fig. 8(d) is almost perfectly linear below,14 T, the limit
of many modern magnetometers or transportJc evaluations,
but above this fieldFKsHd curves more strongly, resulting in
a large difference between m0HK s20.5 Td and
m0Hc2 s26.5 Td.

Taken together, all of these standard evaluations of flux
pinning, if made in the laboratory at 4.2 K and below
,15 T, would suggest that this simulated Nb3Sn example is
from a strand of high quality. It is rather amazing that this

occurs, even though the simulated results are, in fact, far
from the ideal curves. Apparently, the strong contribution
from magnetization currents flowing in the few stronger
shells is very efficient at masking the deleterious contribu-
tions from the many weaker shells when all of the shells are
averaged. This may be an artifact of the tubular geometry
used in the simulation, and might not hold as strongly for the
solid cylinders of most bronze or internal Sn conductors,
perhaps resulting in more noticeable shifts in theFpsHd func-
tion and deviations from flux-pinning theories.

The present simulations consider only radial tin gradi-
ents, whereas real composition profiles might contain cir-
cumferential and longitudinal gradients as well. These might
arise due to disconnection of the powder core from the Nb
tube, due to the formation of other intermetallic phases, or
due to the preferential diffusion of tin along grain bound-
aries. In fact, one feature of experimental data that could not
be reproduced by the simulation was the linearity of Kramer
plots all the way down to the field axis at 12 K. We speculate
that the cause may be due to circumferential or longitudinal
Sn gradients in real wires. If the magnetization current is
completely restricted to flow in concentric shells, circumfer-
ential variations in the tin composition would obstruct cur-
rent and effectively switch off a given shell at a lower field
than represented by its average composition. This would tend

FIG. 8. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy analyses of a PIT strand in Ref. 14 are simulated using the tin composition profile shown in plot(a), with
corresponding local values of critical temperature and upper critical field indicated on the right axes. The open boxes denote data points in Ref. 14 for a 47 h,
675 °C reaction. In plot(b), the simulated critical current density vs field curve at 4.2 K is shown over a field range of technological interest. Large diamonds
denote measuredJc values in Ref. 13 for similar strands as in Ref. 14. In plot(c), the corresponding bulk pinning force at 4.2 K is presented. Plot(d) shows
the 4.2 K Kramer function, along with its extrapolation(dashed line) from data at 12 T and below. In all plots, the curve corresponding to an ideal profile of
a constant 25% Sn is also labeled.
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to amplify any effects of the radial compositional gradient.
However, if the magnetization current is allowed to transfer
between shells or migrate longitudinally, then the effect of
circumferential obstructions would be blunted. Moreover,
some shells might actually persist in carrying current at fields
abovethat representative of their average composition. In the
limit that all current shells have some circumferential varia-
tions, the effective network of current pathways could well
remove the curvature from real Kramer plots altogether for
sufficiently high gradient indices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The variation of the tin composition in powder-in-tube
Nb3Sn composites was modeled by analyzing a system of
concentric shells. Different profiles of the local tin content
were mapped, between the boundaries of Nb25%Sn at the
A15/ tin core interface and Nb18%Sn at the A15/Nb inter-
face. The profile severity ranged from constant gradients
sN=1d to relatively flat plateaus with a steep gradient near
the A15/Nb interface(largeN).

By summing the calculated magnetic moment for each
shell, simulations which yield experimentally accessible
quantities were estimated. These simulations reproduced the
experimental trends rather well, under the experimentally ob-
served assumption that increasing heat treatment time for
PIT strands enhances the value of the gradient indexN. The
experimental linear Kramer functions were reproduced well
by the simulations for larger gradient indices. Extrapolations
of the Kramer plots gave irreversibility fieldsHK that were
very close to the weighted average of local upper critical
field values corresponding to the input tin composition pro-
files. This suggests that Kramer plot extrapolations effec-
tively averagethe superconducting properties across the A15
layer. An important result of the simulations is that this av-
eraging property is passed on to the flux-pinning behavior,
which explains why the global scaling field isHK even
though flux pinning behavior on the elementary level is tied
to the upper critical fieldHc2. From analyses of Sn gradient-
free, ideal profiles, for which Kramer plots extrapolate to
Hc2, it was concluded that the difference betweenHc2 andHK

can be entirely attributed to thetin composition profile. The
deleterious properties of severe tin gradients are com-
pounded in quantities related to flux pinning, because both
the elementary pinning force and the scaling field for sum-
mation are reduced. Thus, whileHK is generally only 80% of
Hc2 in modern Nb3Sn composites, the critical current density
at technologically important fields then reaches only,60%
of the available limit imposed by flux pinning for the sto-
ichiometric A15 composition.
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